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For Immediate Release
World-Renown Nature Educator Joseph Cornell Reveals His Revolutionary Teaching
Technique: Flow Learning®
Los Angeles, CA, September 24, 2021 --- Crystal Clarity Publishers announces Joseph Bharat Cornell's
newest release, Flow Learning®: Opening Heart and Spirit Through Nature.
After the success of his award-winning books Sharing Nature and Deep Nature Play, Flow
Learning presents the educational philosophy behind CORNELL’S inspired teaching system.
This step-by-step method awakens curiosity and enthusiasm. Learning becomes fun, immediate, dynamic.
Students emerge with a fresh, living understanding and reverence for the natural world. In addition, it is
universal—an inspirational way to engage students of all ages and in all fields in the learning process.
Flow Learning provides the essential ingredients for true learning, as well as a recipe for the inner
transformation that every educator strives to bring to their students. Living examples, activities, and
points of reflection help the reader use these concepts for maximum impact. Praised by educators and
facilitators worldwide for its ease of use, effectiveness, and power to uplift and inspire.
“This is a must-have book for all educators who want to bring new energy into their teaching. Flow
Learning provides the perfect balance of structure and flexibility that supports creative and meaningful
lessons for all ages. I’ve used it in my elementary and middle school classrooms and in curriculum design
for college graduate courses.” —Carol Malnor, educator, children’s book author, publisher
Cornell’s Sharing Nature® series of books has “sparked a worldwide revolution in nature education” and
sold over a million copies. A rare accomplishment for books on education.
JOSEPH BHARAT CORNELL is a highly regarded nature educator and author, storyteller, and
meditation teacher with a genius for helping others experience life more profoundly. His highly effective
outdoor learning strategy, Flow Learning, was featured by the U.S. National Park Service as one of five
recommended learning theories, along with the works of Maria Montessori, Howard Gardner, John
Dewey, and Jean Piaget. Cornell is the founder and president of Sharing Nature Worldwide, one of the
planet’s most popular and widely respected nature awareness programs.
Opportunities for Professional & Educational
Organizations: https://www.sharingnature.com/outreach.html
FB & Instagram/@SharingNatureWorldwide
crystalclarity.com/flowlearning

